Practicing English outside of the classroom: Reading

Learners often want to know where and how they can practice their English outside of the classroom. This document provides 4 resources to practice your reading.

Remember, every learner is different - experiment with the different resources and choose the ones that work for you.

Graded readers

- Graded readers (adapted and shorter books for ESL learners) are a great way to read at your level.
- You can find a huge variety of books in English - fact and fiction.
- The material should be a challenge, but not too difficult that you are finding unknown words in most sentences (+1 hypothesis of Krashen, 1988).
- Find your level here: http://www.macmillanreaders.com/tests/level-test

Newsela.com

- Over 4500 articles about real news and many other genres, in all levels of proficiency.
- Has quizzes and writing Prompts in every article

Dreamreader.net

- Reading practice in different genres at different levels
- Also has audio, comprehension quizzes, and vocabulary worksheets

ESL-BITS.net

- Has different levels of news articles, but also short stories, speeches and full audio books.
- Every article has listenings too - with 2 speeds depending on your level.